By Larry Wise

Building Bowstrings & Cables

D

o you have that “special” customer that has to
have that new string “right now!”? And you don’t
stock that size? Or are you rebuilding a bow with
different size wheels and need a custom length string to
make it work? If so, or if you are just one of those do-ityourself types of dealers who wants to generate income
when there are no customers in the showroom, this article is for you.
You can make all the bowstrings and servings you
need for your business and do it profitably if you learn
and practice a reliable method. I’ve been doing it for
years using the method outlined in the following pages.
Others may do some of the details differently than I do
but I trust my method to give me reliable, highly accurate and long lasting bowstrings. And I’ve never had a
failure in tournament shooting or hunting so I know this
method produces high quality bowstrings.

THE PURPOSE OF THE BOWSTRING
The bowstring has two jobs. First, it must transfer
energy from the archer’s arms and back muscles to the
limbs of the bow. Second, after the release, it must transfer that same stored energy from the limbs to the arrow
giving the arrow speed and direction. And it must do this
second job in less than two-hundredths of a second,
return to its original state and be ready to do it again.
So the string’s job is much like that of the baseball
bat, hockey stick or golf club. It acts as a facilitator to
transfer energy. And it must do it repeatedly with a very
high degree of consistency for a long period of time. If it
doesn’t it’s no good to anyone.
To make the string long lasting it must have superior
materials and the proper protective coverings, called
servings, in the appropriate places so that excessive wear
doesn’t damage it. Your string must also have the correct
number of strands to match your bow’s draw weight. It
must also be the correct length and have a center serving
the correct diameter so that nocks snap easily on and off.
Paying close attention to all of these details will help you
build a reliable, consistent bowstring that keeps customers happy and coming through your door.

blend of Vectran and Dyneema that BCY calls 452X,
which is about half the diameter of the older version,
450+. Brownell & Company has its own materials.
All of these materials work well and each has their
strong point (no pun intended). The high-performance
polyethylene Dyneema has a high resistance to abrasion
but, under extremely high loads, does “creep” or grow in
length a small amount. The blended 452X has very little
stretch but does get a few small “hairs” fraying from it
after moderate use – performance is not affected.
Choose according to the purpose your customer has
in mind. If the string is going to be placed on a hard cam
then use the blended material. If the archer has a softcam bow and plans to shoot all year long, try the pure
Dyneema 8125 material to avoid the fraying.
Either string material can be twisted to increase
strength or to decrease the length of the string.
Shortening the string to adjust draw length on the compound bow is a common adjustment; just don’t try to
shorten the string more than a 1/4 inch or 40-50 twists.
Also, remember that shortening the string on a recurve
bow will increase its draw weight.

SELECTING THE NUMBER OF STRANDS
The number of strands you need in a bowstring
depends on the nock size used and the peak weight
although all of the string materials mentioned are plenty

CHOOSING YOUR BOWSTRING MATERIAL
Today there are many good materials available for
making your own strings (see photo at right). BCY Fibers
makes a high-performance polyethylene (Dyneema)
fiber called BCY 8125. The other common material is a
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Many good products are available for string and cable making.
Shown are the most popular and the recommended materials
from BCY Fibers of Middletown, Connecticut.

strong enough when using the twelve or more strands
recommended. Your primary concern then is nock fit.
Choose the number of strands and the size of the center
serving material so the string diameter fits your customer’s nocks properly and you’ll avoid one major cause
of poor arrow flight and bad groups.
The following table will help you match diameters
with the different materials from BCY. The number of
strands listed will prepare a string for Easton Super, Gnocks, Bohning Signature nocks or other nocks with a
throat size of .098 inch. I find that I get best results using
a center serving of .018 inch to .025 inch diameter
although my personal favorite is .021 inch.
String Material
B500 Dacron
Dynaflight 97
8125
450+
452X

Number of Strands
12
14/16
18
12
22

BCY recommends that all cables be 20-24 strands
when using 452X and 8125.
Regardless of the number of strands you choose,
select the nock size that fits the string properly. Proper fit
will allow you to pull the arrow off of the string using two
fingers and only a slight tug on the arrow. If the nock fits
too tight poor flight and bad groups are the result.
I interviewed Chris Destin at the recent ATA Show in
Indianapolis to learn the latest sales trends at BCY. He
says “about 70 percent of string material sales are 452X
with 8125 making the other 30 percent”. Regarding end
servings Chris told me “75 percent of end-serving sales
are of the 3-D serving material with the rest being 62XS,
2-D and HALO”.
Trends for center serving show that 62XS make up
about 80 percent of sales with 20 percent being HALO
used by finger shooters. #24 Poly at .080 inch diameter

composes about 85 percent of D-loop material sales at
BCY with the rest being D-Braid while Polygrip and
Nock/Peep Thread are the most popular for tying in
nock-points and peeps.

MEASURING STRING LENGTH
The length of the bowstring should have been stated
in the manufacturer specification literature that came
with the bow. If you don’t have that literature then
remove the string from the bow and measure it from tip
to tip. This length is the stretched length of your string
and not necessarily the length of the string when it was
manufactured. It may have been 1/8 to 1/4 inch shorter
when it was made since some strings stretch a little when
first put on the bow or it may be shorter because it was
twisted.
If you have no specs available and the old string is
broken then place the bow in your bow press and bend it
until the appropriate axle-to-axle distance is reached.
Judge this by other bows with similar handle and limb
length. Use a piece of string to make a model bowstring
then measure your model.
Test the new string you make after step two of the
building process. Put it on the bow to see if it is the
appropriate length. If not, you haven’t lost much time
and material, and can start over.
Keeping a notebook of the strings I’ve made has
saved me lots of time. When a customer calls back for
another string or when I need to make one for a bow
similar to one in my notes I know just how to build it. I
record the date, name, bow, bowstring length, material
used and number of strands. If color is an issue then
record that too.

THE STRING AND CABLE BUILDING PROCESS
To build a string or cables follow these steps.
STEP 1) Layout - The strands that form the string are
looped around four jig-posts and the ends are tied fast.
STEP 2) Loop Serving - The end loops of the string
are formed by serving a 2 inch section on each end of the
string.
STEP 3) End serving - The loops are closed by
stretching the string between two posts only. Serve
around all strands for 4 to 12 inches from each end.
STEP 4) Center serving - The center section, where
the nock of the arrow is placed, is served while the string
is under tension.

THE STRING JIG

Use a good serving tool and keep a notebook of the strings you
make. You’ll need good notes for future reference.

Like any job, building a bowstring can be done best
when the proper tools are used. In this case a good string
jig is required to get the best results. The jig need not be
expensive but it does need to be strong enough to stay in
place while being used.
As mentioned earlier, four posts or pins are required
to build a string. These posts must be stationed the correct distance apart so that the finished string will be the
desired length. The posts must be movable so they can
be stationed in line, as well as in a rectangular formation.
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Tie the start-end of the string material to pin #1. Then wrap the
loops you need (10 loops for a 20 strand string) around all four
pins and tie the finish end to pin #2. Double check your strand
count before cutting off the string and be sure to allow several
inches extra. (FIGURE 3)

Commercial string jigs will probably do the best job.
Look for a jig that is made of metal, is easy to adjust and
is not too large to store like this one from Apple Archery
Products. The ends should pivot on axles, which can be
locked into the positions needed for string making.

THE SERVING PROCESS
The serving process consists of three skills that you
can easily learn. These skills, The Start, The Fill, and The
Whip-End are used for any serving you need to do to
make a bowstring. They are described below:
THE START: Begin between pins 1 and 2. Place the
end of the serving thread between the strands of the
bowstring about 2 inches from pin 1. Fold the loose serving end toward pin 2. Now serve toward pin 2 and over
top of that loose end for about 1/2 inch before pulling
the end until it is snug. Trim off any excess and continue
serving until you have 1-1/2 inches of serving.

Begin serving near pin one and continue for two or more inches
toward pin two. This will form the loop on one end of the bowstring. (FIGURE 4)
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When you need to finish a serving-end pull out enough serving
to make a 10-inch loop. Continue serving around the string in the
same direction as before but inside the loop and back toward the
original serving. (FIGURE 5)

THE FILL: Continue serving over the bowstring for
the desired distance. That distance should allow the
served section to wrap completely around the cam or
idler wheel with about 2 inches extra beyond the cam.
THE WHIP-END FINISH: The whip-finish of the
serving can be done using only the serving tool if you
follow these steps:
a) Maintain tension on the serving thread while
pulling out about 12 inches to form a large loop.
b) Hold the loop at the middle and wrap the serving tool back to the bow string about 3 inches away from
where you last served (Figure 5, above).
c) Continue serving with the serving tool inside
the large loop you just made. Serve back toward the
original section of serving. Wrap in the same direction
around the string. Wrap 20 to 40 times (1/2 to 1 inch) to
create the auxiliary serving in figure 5 above.
d) Now lay the serving tool and several inches of
serving thread (lets call it the tail) along the original portion of serving as shown in figure 6 below.
e) Continue wrapping the original portion of
serving by hand keeping even tension at all times. As
you continue to wrap the original serving you will wrap

When you have an inch of auxiliary serving inside your loop
then pull out several inches to form a “tail”. Lay the tail along the
bowstring in preparation for the next step. (FIGURE 6)

over the tail (figure 7, below) and as the original serving
increases in length, the auxiliary serving will unwrap
until all that remains is the 12 inch extra loop (figure 8).
f) Now pull the tail until the 12 inch loop is pulled
through and under the last 1/2 to 1 inch of original serving. Pull snug and cut off the tail to finish (figure 9).

BUILDING THE BOWSTRING
STEP ONE: STRING LAYOUT Begin the layout of the
bowstring by clamping the string jig to a counter so that
it does not move during the string making procedure.
Now position the four pins of the jig so they form a
straight line and set the distance between the outer pins

By hand, return to wrapping the original serving around the
bowstring and the tail. As you do this, the auxiliary serving will
unwrap. (FIGURE 7)

When the auxiliary serving has been depleted to a loop, pull the
tail. Continue pulling until the entire loop has been eliminated.
(FIGURE 8)

to match the length of the string you wish to make.
At this point you must remember to make any compensation in length for the stretching of the string after it
is installed on the bow or for the twists you may want to
add. Maybe the jig you have allows the jig pins to pull
closer together as you wrap string around them and you
have to add a little length to the initial setting. Here experience will tell you what to do; I add ¼ inch to my jig
setup. Keep that in mind as you learn to make strings.
Keep notes of how far apart you set the pins for each
string you make and, also, the string’s finished length.
The crossbars containing the jig pins should be set at
right angles to the main beam. This will allow them to
form a rectangle about which the loops of the string may
be laid out.
Begin by fastening the end of the bowstring material
you have chosen to pin 1 as shown in figure 3 at the top
of the facing page. A clove hitch knot works well. Now
wrap the first strand around pins 2, 3, 4 and back to pin
1 to complete your first loop. Continue making loops like
this until you have the number you want. Remember, 9
loops will fold together to make an 18 strand string (my
example in this case). You may need a different number
of strands for your string or cables so proceed accordingly.
When you have completed the number of loops you
desire, tie the end of the last loop to pin 2. Allow several
inches extra before cutting.
STEP TWO: THE END LOOP Maintain the jig pins in
their rectangular setting so you can wrap 2 inches of
serving on either end; that is between pins 1 & 2 and
between pins 3 & 4. Two inches is sufficient to make a
one-inch loop on a finished string (see figure 4 at bottom
of opposite page). Be careful to serve in the middle of
each section or, as I do it, start 2 inches from pin 2 on one
end and 2 inches from pin 4 on the other. When you reset
the jig for step three, the served portions will be at exact
opposite ends.
The size of the loop depends on the method by
which the string is hooked to the bow. Recurve bow
limb-tips require a bigger 1-1/2 to 2 inch loop. Steel
cable anchors require a loop length of 3/4 to 1 inch. A
small loop of 1/2 inch can be used on strings that attach
directly to an anchor pin on the cam.

Pull the tail to tighten the serving-end
and cut off any excess. (FIGURE 9)
Circle 261 on Response Card
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Braid the two loose thread-ends around the bowstring. An inch
is sufficient. Then insert the threads through the strands of the
bowstring and cut off the excess being careful not to cut the bowstring. (FIGURE 10)

The loops and ends of your strings and cables should
be served with a material like the #62XS Braided Serving
or BCY #3-D serving. These materials take a beating and
stay in place.
Use a good serving tool with tension control to wrap
the serving thread around the ten strands between two
of the endpins of the jig. The tension should be tight
enough so that the ten strands want to twist around once
or twice as the serving tool is rotated around them.
Experience is the best guide when it comes to tension
setting. Keep that in mind as you make your first few
strings.
STEP THREE: THE END SERVING The end serving
completes the loop and adds a protective wrap to the last
4 to 12 inches of the string depending on how much of
the string wraps around the wheel. To do this the jig pins
must be placed in-line. In fact, only the two inside pins
need to be used to stretch the string.
The 2 inches of loop serving installed on either end
should each be hooked around a pin. Be sure to stretch
the string tight before locking the jig in position. It’s not
only easier but also better to serve over a tight string. You
may also want to add 15 to 20 twists now. I also prefer to
braid the loose ends around the string for a distance of 1

inch (figure 10, left).
Using the same serving thread and method as
before, begin serving at the ends of the loop serving. I
prefer to overlap about ½ inch of the loop serving as an
added protection. After some experimenting, you can
decide for yourself which method you like best. (see figure 11 below).
Strings for recurve bows need about 4 inches of end
serving while compound strings need quite a bit more.
The strings and cables for a compound wrap around the
cam and require 4 to 12 inches of end serving. The exact
amount depends upon the eccentric wheel size you are
using. Nine inches works well for 2 1/2 inch wheels while
a 3 inch cam needs at least 12 inches.
STEP FOUR: THE CENTER SERVING I recommend
installing any new string on the bow before doing the
center serving. If you’re repairing an old one then leave it
on the bow and fasten the bow in a press or some type of
holding device so you can remove the old damaged serving from the string.
I also recommend placing at least 3 inches of serving
above the nocking point. This will prevent the serving
from slipping up the string under the pressure of your
fingers or release aid. Eight or 9 inches of center serving
should be sufficient to protect the string where it may
rub an arm or cable guard. If your customer has lots of
fraying on his old string below the nocking point then

Serve several inches along the bowstring, lift out the loose end
and continue serving. Be sure to serve enough distance to more
than wrap around the wheel. Then finish as described in this article. (FIGURE 11)

Serve several inches along the bowstring, lift out the loose end and continue
serving. Be sure to serve enough distance
to more than wrap around the wheel.
Then finish as described in this article.
(FIGURE 12)
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Circle 244 on Response Card

use more than 9 inches. (You may have to remove the
cable guard to do this.)
You may want to start serving near a lower-mounted
cable guard and serve up the string until you get 3 inches above the nocking point. This method doesn’t require
removing the cable guard unless you want to serve lower
than that.
According to BCY sales most archers prefer the .025
inch #62XS Braided serving. The second most popular
choice is the .021 inch and third is .018 inch. #62 Braid is
a blend of polyester and Spectra. (Monofilament is not
very popular these days but I don’t let that stop me from
using it – I think it is still the best for consistency.)
Before starting the serving process spread the string
at least 4 inches from the cables to allow space for the
serving tool to rotate around the bowstring. I use two 4
inch pieces of arrow shaft with grooved knobs on both
ends as shown in figure 5 at the top of page 132.
Next, place the end of the serving thread between
the strands of the bowstring about 3 inches above the
nocking point allowing a lose end to lay downward along
the string (figure 12 below). Serve down the string and
over top of that loose end for about 1/4 inch before
pulling the end until it is snug. Continue serving until
you have 1 to 1 1/2 inches of serving over the lose end.
Before completing the entire center-serving test for
nock fit. If it’s too tight then pull the lose end out of the
way and serve another 1/2 inch and retest the nock. If its
still too tight then reduce the diameter of the serving
material and start over. I find that the .021 inch serving
fits best for me but test for yourself to be sure.
Continue serving down the string the desired distance and finish the end of the center serving using the
method described earlier. Be careful cutting the loose
end of serving; you don’t want to damage what you just
installed.

NOCKING POINT INSTALLATION
After you complete the center serving you must next
install the peep sight, nocking point locator and “D”
loop. A good starting location for the nocking point is 1/4
inch above the level of the arrow rest. This will allow the
bottom of the arrow to sit level when it is mounted on

the string and rest. You’ll need a locator under the nock
as well. Be sure to spread the two nock-locators so the
nock doesn’t fit tight between them; nock-pinch causes
inconsistent flight and groupings.
The “D” loop should be attached above and below
the nock locators as seen in figure 13 below left. This is by
far the most popular method of attachment. You can just
tie it on with a “clove hitch” or “two half hitches” as you
prefer. See the the July 2007 issue of Arrow Trade for an
in-depth review of the D-loop.
Many professional archers I know use a locator
made with knotted serving thread. This type of nocking
point locator can be turned like a nut on a bolt to adjust
it up or down on monofiliment center serving but doesn’t move as well on the newer braided serving materials.
It adjusts but doesn’t slip under pressure from below. My
favorite material for this was BCY Polygrip but they are
now making a Nock/Peep Thread to do this job with even
better durability.
THE TIE-ON KNOTTED NOCK LOCATOR: The knotted locator can be tied onto the bowstring using the following steps:
a) Tie one overhand knot of serving thread onto the
bowstring at the desired location (fig. 14),
b) Pull the two loose ends of the nylon to the back of
the bowstring and tie another single overhand knot
below the first knot (fig. 15),
c) B r i n g
the ends of
thread to the
front of the
bowstring and
tie knot 3 above
knot 1,
d) Moving
from front to
back and up the
bow string, tie
knots 4 through
9 leaving knot 9
loose,
e) Use a

I find the best “D” loop accuracy comes from this arrangement. Tie on nock locators
first and place the loop outside of them as shown. (FIGURE 13)
Circle 225 on Response Card
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Begin the nock locator by tying
one overhand knot. (FIGURE 14)

Continue tying overhand knots
under and over the string until
you have nine knots. (FIGURE 15)

Insert a loose loop of bowstring
material under and through knot
nine as shown. (FIGURE 16)

separate 8 inch piece of
bow string material to
form a pull-thru loop
which you can push up
through knot 9, snug
knot 9 (fig. 16),
f) Tie knot 10 on the
backside of the bowstring, then slip the loose
ends of the serving
through the front-side
pull-thru loop (fig. 17).
g) Now pull the
pull-thru loop and serving ends through and
under knot 9 (fig. 18).
h) Pull the ends of
the serving thread tight
and over the entire set of
ten knots with fletching
cement and allow to dry
for at least an hour. Trim
any excess serving with
nail clippers.

be done both above and below the peep. When the knots
are tied tightly they can be pushed up and down the
string but won’t slip while you are shooting. I do this for
all of my own bows, sliding the knots to within an inch of
the peep (fig. 20). This method gives great, long lasting
results with no slipping.
The second advantage of the ten-knot method is that
it allows you the ability to adjust the peep so that it rolls
to your eye for every shot. When the peep isn’t rolling
correctly, just slide the knots away from the peep and
move one or more strands of the bowstring from one
side of the peep to the other. Maintaining the same number of strands on each side, continue adjusting until the
peep rolls correctly to your eye. Don’t forget to slide the
knots back to within an inch of the peep when you finish
adjusting and tie two loops of thread around the peep
itself for added security.

PEEP
INSTALLATION
Any peep sight you
decide to use should be
installed so that an equal
number of strands are on
each side. If not, the peep
will turn to one side and
may not roll around to
your eye consistently.
Many archers I know
tie their peeps into the
string using the ten-knot
process described for
nocking points. This can

Tie knot ten under the bowstring and insert
the two loose ends through the extra loop.
Pull the serving ends tight before pulling the
loop. (FIGURE 17)
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Nocking points and peeps can be tied in place using a ten-knot
locator as shown. (FIGURE 20)

REPAIRING LOOSE ENDS
Repairing a loose serving end on a bowstring can be
done using the “whip-end finish” technique described
earlier. If you have 6 or more inches of loose serving
thread to work with you can follow the “finish” steps but
only use a few wraps instead of 20 to 40. The result will
hold for lots of shots and can get your customer throughleague shooting or a practice session until you have the
time to do it right.

MAKING SPLIT-YOKE CABLES
Most compounds today have a yoke cable system of
one kind or another. The most popular is the “split-yoke”
system, which is one 20-strand cable that splits about 8 to
10 inches from the axle hook-up point to
form two ten-strand loops that hook to either

Pull the loop under knot nine.
After pulling the serving ends
tight cover the locator with fletching cement and allow it to harden.
Trim the loose ends with nail clippers. (FIGURE 18)

A cable spreader can be used to build a shootthru cable to eliminate the need for a cable
guard. The cable will be about 60 – 64 inches
long and used with a shorter, 10-12 inch pigtail
to make a cable that is about 40-44 inches long.
(FIGURE 19)

end of the axle. This yoke balances the load equally across
the axle, which reduces the wear and tear on the limbs and
wheel bearings or one side of the yoke can be twisted to
adjust the load balance to suit your style of tuning.
Another popular system is the “shoot-through” cable
system. This cable splits on the end nearest the wheel
and requires the arrow to be shot between the cables. A
cable-spreader is used to separate the cable into halves.
This system eliminates the cable guard and the torque
that the cables apply to it. Aiming is improved when the
torque is eliminated. (fig. 19 at bottom of opposite page)
BUILDING YOKED CABLES:
STEP 1) Layout the cables as you would any string.
Be sure to use a multiple of four strands (20 or 24) so that
each half of the yoke has an even number of strands.
STEP 2) Serve along 2 inches of end 1 just as you
would with a string.
STEP 3) Separate the strands of end 2 into two equal
ten-strand groups or halves, lets call them A & B. Lift half
B off the jig posts and lay it aside. Serve along 2 inches of
A which is still on the posts. Remove A from the jig pins
and place the strands of B back on the pins. Serve along
two inches of B. This step should prepare end 2 for two
identical loops.
STEP 4) Stretch the cable between two posts and
install the end serving on end 1. Remember to make it 8
to 10 inches long so it wraps entirely around the wheel.
STEP 5) From end 2 remove loop B from the jig pin
and close loop A with about four inches of serving. Do
the same with end-loop B.
STEP 6-OPTION) Hook yoke loops A and B back on
the jig pin together. Measure ten inches from the pin and
use a double layer of serving about 1.5 inches long to join
the cable together and your split-yoke cable is complete.
STEP 7) Install the cables on your bow. I’d suggest
that you add about 15 to 20 twists to each cable before
installing them so you have the option of removing sev-

The DVD “Bowstring and Cable Making” is available from both
BCY and Apple Archery Products through their websites. The
copy shown is the second version I received for review from the
videographer, Hayman Productions. The final copies won’t
have my hand written notes on it. (FIGURE 21)

eral twists from one as a way of timing the wheels or
changing draw length.

CONCLUSION:
With the information and procedures outlined here
you should be able to make a “mean” string or cable.
With practice you’ll get good at it but it will still take you
about 20 minutes to get a string made and on the bow.
You’ll need more time to install the center serving, nock
locators and peep so make sure to charge enough to
compensate you for time and materials.
BCY and Apple Archery Products have a new DVD
entitled “String and Cable Making: A Complete Guide”
that I produced with Hayman Video Productions. Both
companies have the video for sale through their web
sights: AppleArchery.com and bcyfibers.com. I’m sure
you’ll find this DVD a real help if you plan to start building your customers’ strings or if you have a customer
that wants to build his own. (fig 21)
In your busy season you may not have the time to
make lots of strings. For those times you can keep a stock
of pre-made strings of common lengths and make only
those which need to be custom lengths. The advantage
of making your own strings is the fact that you are only
20-minutes from a new string for any customer either
before or during the hunting season.
Shoot straight, keep well.
Larry
Editor’s Note: Larry Wise conducts one and two-day
Core
Archery
s h o o t i n g
schools on site
at archery clubs
and
archery
shops. Call tollfree to (877) 4649997 to check on
pricing and the
dates he is available. This is a
great way to
jump start a
league program,
to grow participation among
your customer
base in competitive archery and
to help position
your pro shop as
the place where
people can learn
to shoot better.
You can find
more information and order
books by Larry
Wise at the web
site www.larrywise.com.
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